Customer Case Study Industry

Facts
Challenge
Build a lightweight grip system
with integrated functionality
capable of moving the required
loads over a minimum of
5 million operating cycles.
Solution
Simplified design and smallseries production of stable
grippers on a functional base
plate utilizing a FORMIGA P 100.
Results
•	Light: 86% weight reduction
to just 220 g
•	Economical: production costs
reduced by 50%
•	Fast: manufacturing time
shortened from twelve to
three days
•	Optimized: functional integra
tion, reduced assembly costs,
and number of individual
components down from 21
to just two

Innovative grip system: thanks to the optimized design, the four grippers are attached
to a support frame with integrated pneumatic ducts. Despite being significantly lighter,
the system excels in demanding, continuous use (Source: Kuhn-Stoff).

Tangible Success with Additive Manufacturing

Bronchial Gripper with functional base plate made lightweight
and durable with EOS technology
The hand is one of the defining stepping stones of human evolution: with its thumb opposing the
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other fingers, the human hand is an ideal tool for gripping, exploring, and working. As such, it is

Kuhn-Stoff GmbH & Co KG is

the key to cultural activity and technical progress. Industry often exploits this ingenious principle:

one of the first companies to

one of the processes for which machines are used is the automated gripping of almost any desired

utilize e-Manufacturing from

part for transporting to the next operational step.

EOS for specialist engineering.
Since 2005 it has convinced

Such gripping machines are masterpieces of engineering. Kuhn-Stoff GmbH & Co KG has dedicated

its customers of the benefits

itself to specialized engineering through the application of EOS Additive Manufacturing technology.

of polyamide parts produced

The process entails the formation of machine parts, layer by layer, from plastic powder that is melted

by Additive Manufacturing.

with a laser beam. In this way, Kuhn-Stoff has developed and produced an extremely lightweight,

Kuhn-Stoff delivers to many

strong, and durable bronchial gripper for Wittmann Robot Systeme GmbH, in Nuremberg, Germany.

leading companies and is

Four of these grippers sit on a support frame with integrated pneumatic ducts.

focussed on fully exploiting
this technology’s advantages.
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systems such as this must work
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predecessor, while still being
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a mechanical gripper that raises,
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fact that mass is inert means that
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The significance of the weight
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processing machines, automa-

were established: the gripper
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durability of the system: the
greater the forces in play, the
higher the wear on the machine.
The previous version of the gripper
was made from aluminum, rubber
tubes, and multiple connecting
elements, and was exp ensive to
produce. The layer manufacturing
Integrated functions: when compressed air flows into a flexible membrane the
claws of the gripper will open; likewise the system closes when the compressed
air is turned off (Source: Kuhn-Stoff).

experts from Kuhn-Stoff set
themselves the goal of significantly simplifying the design.
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